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ABSTRACT
The paper presents the kinematic analysis of a
three degree-of-freedom (DOF) spherical motor which
presents some attractive features by combining pitch,
roll, and yaw motion in a single joint. Besides being a
compact design, the spherical motor possesses no gears
or linkages and has no singularities within its workspace.
The spherical motor presented in this paper operates on
the principle of variable-reluctance (VR). In particular,
the theoretical design basic for spherical V R motor was
established. The concept feasibility, the design
methodology, the motion simulation of a particular
design configuration were demonstrated.
1.

discussed the VR spherical motor design concept with an aid
of a permeance-based analysis. In this paper, the kinematics
essential to the operation, design and control of the VR
spherical motor are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

For applications such as high-speed plasma and laser
cutting and coordinate measuring, the orientation must be
achieved rapidly and continuously with isotropic resolution
in all directions. Several three DOF spherical motor designs
have been proposed [1]-[41. Among these, Lee el at. [ 5 ]
presented the operational principle of VR stepper motor.
Compared with its counterparts, a VR spherical motor has a
relatively large range of motion, possesses isotropic
properties in motion, and is relatively simple and compact in
design. The trade-off, however, is that sophisticated control
scheme is required.
The spherical motor referred to in this paper is a balljoint-like device that consists of two spheres as shown in
Fig. 1. These two spheres are concentric and are supported
one on the other by bearing rollers in the air gap [ 6 ] . The
poles on the stator, or the stator poles, are wound by coils
and each coil can be energized individually. The
ferromagnetic poles are strategically distributed on the stator
surface. The rotor poles which have no coil are distributed
on the rotor surface. Both the stator poles and the rotor
poles are of circular shape. The measurement mechanism of
the rotor orientation consists of two circular sliding guides,
one sliding block, and three encoders. Lee and Kwan [5]

z-encoder
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slidingblock

Fig. 1 Basic structureof the VR spherical motor
2.

OPERATIONAL PRINCIPLE

The driver of the VR spherical motor is the magnetic
attraction force between the rotor and the stator coil
excitations. The stator coils can be energized individually
using a control circuitry. As the stator coils adjacent to the
rotor poles are energized, a magnetic field is generated. The
corresponding magnetic flux flows through the air gap
between the rotor and the stator. The magnetic attraction is
created as the system tries to minimize the energy stored and
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Equation (3) represents the flux solution for the spherical
motor. The sign of % follows the following convention: if
the resulting flux density of the coil points outward, then Fk
is positive. otherwise Fk is negative.

reduces the reluctance of the magnetic path. The tangential
componenu of the magnetic force attract the adjacent rotor
poles and hence e x m a resultanttorque on the rotor.
The motor cousists of three major components;
name€y a set of M interconnecting stator poles with
coils,a set of N Irtterconnecting rotor poles,
and the air &aps formed between pairs of overlapped stator
and rotor pdes For thepurpose of madeling the kinematics
ofthe sphericpl mo~ar,botb the leakage flux and the fringing
flux areneglectedaadthemagnetic system is assumed tobe
linear. The flux between a stator pole and a rotor pole is
thus assumed to flow only through the overlapping area of
the two poles. The assumption implies that zero
overlapping anza corresponds to zero flux. In addition, the
flux density distribationin the Overlapping area is assumed
U) be uniform. Thw, the reluctance between the kth stator
the t rosor pole, R ~is obtained
,
as
pole

From the magnetic circuit solution in Equation (3), the
magnetic field energy stored in an air gap is
(4)

Noting that the direction of the torque tends to drive the two
poles towards each other in attempt to align the poles, the
magnitude of the resulting torque acting on the rotor is
derived from the principle of virtual work as

*

R

L,=
A.

g
-

(1)

NoSW

where p o is the permeability of air, g is the air- ap distance,
and Sw is the overlapping area between the kt i stator pole
and the t th rotor pole. If the rotor pole does not overlap
with a stator pole, i.e. Sw = 0 or Rk/ a ~ ,the flux flowing
across these two poles is assumed to be zero.

-.

Since the gap reluctances Rk!, where 1 = 1,2, ...,N.
are in parallel, the inverse of the total reluctance Tk is given
by the sum of the reciprocal of Rk/.. The flux flowing
through the k* stator coil,xk, is thus given by

where Fk is the magneto-motive force (mmf)applied to the
kth coil, k = 1,2, ...., M. The flux flowing through the airgap between the k* stator pole and the t th rotor pole is
denoted by #k/. Since the flux xk through a stator coil
equals to the sum of the flux of all the air gaps at this coil,
#k/, / = 1,2, ....N, the flux in each individual air gap is

1

#k/=

[-

M
N
C
C (Fm/Rm)
m=l n=l

where I d Sw /de I is the magnitude of the gradient of the
overlapping area in spherical coordinates and B is the angle
between the positim v e c m of the stator and rotor poles.

3.

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

The geometrical parameters, such as the number of
poles and their distribution as well as the size of the poles,
directly affect the pole overlappings which in turn affect the
motion. The geomeaical parameters are designed based on
the following considerations.
Range of inclination For simplicity in motion
control, it is desired that the poles are evenly spaced on the
stator and on the rotor following the pattern of regular
polyhedrons. Each vertex of the polyhedron corresponds to
the location of one pole. The regular polyhedrons are
tetrahedron, octahedron, cube, icosahedron, and
dodecahedron. These polyhedrons have four, six, eight,
twelve, and twenty vertices, respectively. The choice on the
particular pattern influences the range of inclination given by
Equation (6).

where 8, A and 8 are angles defined in Fig. 2.
Three degree-of-freedom motion The spherical
actuator has an infinite number of rotational axes and has
three degrees of freedom. With only one rotor pole, a point
on the rotor surface can be stabilized in any direction along
the tangential inner surface of the stator and thus provide
two degrees of freedom motion control. To provide the third

(3)

Rk/

m-1 n-1
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DOF motion which is the spin motion about an axis through
the center of the rotor and that of the rotor pole face, a
second force must be actuated at an additional rotor pole.
Thus, at least two independent torques which are not
colinear acting on the rotor are required to generate three
DOF orientations. Thus, it is necessary to have more stator
poles than rotor poles, or

where A is the angle between any two adjacent equally
spaced rotor poles.
Avoidance of electromagnetic singularity The rotor
orientation at which the spherical motor loses the ability to
generate one or more degrees of freedom is referred here as
an electro-mechanical singular point. When all the stator
and rotor poles are fully overlapped, dSk/ /d8 = 0 and no
torque would be generated as predicted in Equation ( 5 ) .
Thus, the rotor must not have the same number of evenly
spaced poles as that of the stator, i.e. N Z M.

(7)

2 S N < M .

Equation (7)must be valid for the entire range of motion.
Furthermore, each of the rotor poles must overlap at least
three adjacent stator poles at any instant in order to actuate
the rotor pole along any directions on the tangential surface
of the stator.

4.

KINEMATICS

The kinematics of the spherical motor are represented
mathematically using the coordinate frames outlined in the
following. A reference coordinatesystem X-Y-Z is attached
to the stator center with its Z-axis along the stator shaft as
shown in Fig. 1. Similarly,the body coordinate frame of the
rotor, x-y-z, is defined at the rotor center and with its z-axis
along the rotor shaft.
An intermediatecoordinate frame U-v-wis introduced
to describe the coordinate transformation between the X-Y-Z
and x-y-z frames. The frame U-v-wis fixed on the sliding
block with its u-axis tangent to the x-guide and its w-axis
pointing towards the center of the stator along the stator
shaft. The v-axis is determined by the orthogonality of the
three axes. ,The w-axis is along the stator shaft and thus
coincides with the Z-axis of the frame X-Y-Z. The
measurement 8, is the relative rotation of the frame X-Y -Z
with respect to the frame U-v-w.
The parameters used in the derivation of the kinematic
equations are illustrated in Fig. 3. It is of interest to derive
the forward and inverse kinematics of the spherical motor.
Unlike the conventional robotic wrist in which the three joint
angles are measured independently, the actuation of the
spherical wrist joint requires that the overlapping areas be
determined from the three coupled encoder readings, Ox, Oy
and Oz.

Fig. 2 Illustration of the range of inclination.
Determination of pole size The maximum allowable
size of a stator pole is corresponding to the case where two
adjacent poles are touching each other.

-

4.1 Overlapping Area Of Two Poles

where Psi and P are the position vectors of two adjacent
SJ
poles. In addition, it is undesirable that any stator pole
simultaneously overlaps with more than one rotor pole. The
rotor would tend to position itself as the stator pole moves
toward the larger overlapping area in an attcmpt to minimize
the reluctance. In order to avoid the stator pole from
overlapping with two or more rotor poles, the following
inequality is imposed:
+ $* <

A

The overlapping area between any two adjacent poles
determines the resultant tangential force. As indicated by
Equation (3,
the derivation of the overlapping area is
necessary. Consider any two partially overlapping circular
poles on a sphere of radius R, where the sizes of the poles
are denoted by the half-angles as JI1 and $2 as shown in Fig.
4. Two body coordinate frames, X-Y-Z and x-y-z. are
attached to the poles $1 and $2 respectively at the origin of
the sphere. The orientation of the coordinate frames are

(9)
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assigned such that the Z-axis and z-axis are pointing along
rbe normal vectors of the poles respectively and that the Xaxis and x-axis have a common direction. Thus, the
coordinate frame x-y-z can be described with respect to the
X-Y-Z frame-using the following transformation [T(e)]
where 8 is the angle between the Z-axis and the z-axis.

I

curve e

x + y 2 = ( R s $i )

-

i'

= R c

$i

2

(10)

where the notations c+i and s$i refer to the trigonometric
cosine and sine functions of the angle $i respectively.

In the following derivation, the coordinates are written
with respect to the X-Y-Zframe. Using the transformation
matrix IT(e)] the curve 9 can be described by

The position vectors of the two intersecting points are P1
and P2 which are symmetrical about the YZ plane and can
be derived by solving Equations ( 1 0 ) and ( 1 1)
simultaneously. Ihus, the position vector P1 is obtained as

I tr -j
Fig. 3 Parameters used in deriving kinematic equations

p1

-

-A

- (c$1c 8 -

I

IR

(12)

and point p2 is a mirror image of point p1. If a plane is
defined to pass through p1 and p2 and the origin of the
sphere, the plane would divide the overlapping area S into
two parts, S1 and S2. Let the intersecting contour be
denoted by the curve 9and the angle between plane op lp2
and the XZ plane be p. The intersecting contour e3 is
derived with respect to X-Y-2
frame as

(13)
P

Fig. 4 Geometrical parametersof the two overlapping areas

where

In parametric form, the circular edge of the pole
denoted by the curve ei, i = 1 and 2, can be written with
respect to its own body coordinate h e as
75
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From the projection of the curves ei, i = 1,2, and 3 on the
XY plane given in Equations (lo), (11) and (13), the
overlapping area is computed &om the following integral:

tx = t a n

t

Y

=

-1

tan

-1

( t a n 8 cos O Z )
Y

(20)

( t a n Ox cos 8 1
Y

(21)

where Ai and Di are the areas bounded by ei and e3 on the
spherical surface and the corresponding projections on XY
plane respectively. By carrying out the integration, the
overlapping area is found to be
2

Ai

A =

(16)

i=l
where

XYZT
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XYZ
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c $ (i+l]

sin (crisAi) I ] where
n

x

=

c

c
tx ez

o=-s

and

A;= t a n

2

(s*is8)

-

2,

-1

(17)

I

a

Y

-1
21

OV=

I

where $3 = $1 and the function sgn(x) is 1 if x is positive or
-1 ifx is negative.

1-Y

=

y

+ c

exsez

'txSexSez+ 'exCez

7

a

c

s

t x ex ez

-s

ux

txCexs e z + s excez

a = c
txCex

(23i)

4.2 Forward Kinematics

The forward kinematics is to determine the rotor
orientation given the readings of the three encoders. The
initial or zero readings of 8, and 8 are defined when cx and
c coincides, which are the mid& points of the x-and yY
guides, The guides intersect at point 0', which is the origin
of frame U-v-w,and is measured by the sliding angles tx and
along the x-, and y-guide from cx and cy respectively as
kown in Fig. 3. and 5 are

Hence, for a given set of encoder readings, the rotor
orientation can be determined from Equations (22) and (23ai). The overlapping areas of each air-gap can be found from
Equations (16) to (19).
4.3

Inverse Kinematics

The inverse kinematics involve solving Equations (22)
and (23) for the encoder measurements Ox, By, and OZ
required for a specifiedrotor orientation.
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The rotor orientation defined by xyzT,yz is
kmnined from Equations (23f) and (23i), where yields

ex

= atan2

(-0

(24 )

z'

Similarly, 8, is solved from Equations (23a) and (23b)
rtsulting in
8

=

a t a n 2 (-n

Y'

nx).

(25)

modeling, and simulation in future research of spherical
motors.
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5.

CONCLUSIONS
This paper presented the kinematic analysis of a three

6tgree of freedom spherical wrist actuator. The actuation of
h e ball-joint-like spherical wrist has been described in terms

of overlapping areas between the stator and rotor poles. An
exact relationship of the overlapping area in three
dimensional space have been derived. It is expected that the
mverse and forward kinematics presented in this paper
p v i d e significant physical insights to the basis of design,
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